In Layer Four switching,
In Layer Four switching, the route and resources allocated to a packet are determined by the destination address as well as other header fields of the packet such as source address, TCP and UDP port numbers.
Layer Four switching unifies firewall processing, RSVP style resource reservation filters, QoS Routing, and normal unicast and multicast forwarding into a single framework.
In this framework, the forwarding database of a router consists of a potentially large number of filters on key header fields.
A given packet header can match multiple filters, so each filter is given a cost, and the packet is forwarded using the least cost matching filter. In this paper, we describe two new algorithms for solving the least cost matching filter problem at high speeds. Our first algorithm is based on a grid-of-tries construction and works optimally for processing filters consisting of two prefix fields (such as destination-source filters) using linear space.
Our second algorithm, cross-producting, provides fast lookup times for arbitrary filters but potentially requires large storage. We describe a combination scheme that combines the advantages of both schemes. The combination scheme can be optimized to handle pure destination prefix filters in 4 memory accesses, destination-source filters in 8 memory accesses worst case, and all other filters in 11 memory accesses in the typical case. Routing has traditionally been based solely on destination host numbers.
In the future it will also be based on source host or even source users, as well as destination URLs (universal resource locators) and specific business policies Thus, in the future, you may be sent on one path when you casually browse the Web for CNN headlines.
And you may be routed an entirely different way when you go to your corporate Web site to enter monthly sales figlu-es, even though the two sites might be hosted by the same facility at the same location.
. An order entry form may get very low latency, while other sections get normal service. And then there are Web sites comprised of different servers in different locations.
Future routers and switches will have to use class of service and QoS to determine the paths to particular Web pages for particular end-users. All this requires the use of layers 4, 5, and above.
This new vision of forwarding is called Layer 4 I;brutarding because routing decisions can be based on headers available at Layer 4 or higher in the OS1 architecture.
Layer 4 Switching offers increased flexibility: it gives a router the capability to block traffic from a dangerous external site, to reserve bandwidth for traffic between two company sites, and to give preferential treatment to one kind of traffic (e.g., online database transactions) over other kinds (e.g., Web browsing).
Layer 4 switching is sometimes referred to in the vendor literature
[28] by the phrase "service differentiation". Traditional routers do not provide service differentiation because they treat all traffic going to a particular Internet address in the same way. Layer 4 Switching allows service differentiation because the router can distinguish traffic based on origin (source address) and application type (e.g., web traffic vs. file transfer). Layer 4 Switching, however, does not come without some difficulties.
First, a change in higher layer headers will require reengineering the routers, which is why routers have traditionally used only Layer 3 headers. Second, when data is encrypted for security, it, is not clear how routers can get access to higher layer headers.
Despite it is hard to believe that future routers can ignore these issues. The genie appears Lo be out of the bottle, or the camel has entered the tent, depending on one's point of view.
On the other hand, it seems clear that the ad hoc solutions currently being deployed are not the best, and cleaner and more general techniques are possible. For example, a cleaner solution to the traffic sensitive routing and reservation problem would be to push some form of "traffic classifier"
into the routing header to determine application requirements without inspecting higher layer headers'. But whatever the final solutions will be, it seems clear that future routers will need to forward at least some traffic based on a combination of destination address, source address and ' We are grateful to Craig Partridge and John Wrocklawski for sharing theu Ideas and opinions with us. some other classifier fields, whether they are in the routing (Layer 3) or higher layer (Layers 4 and up) headers.
In this paper, we take a neutral stance on the issue of choosing which combination of fields should be used for a particular function, and even on the issue of deciding which functions are most useful. Instead, we concentrate on a general problem where a router forwarding database consists of a number of filters, each of which is a conjunction of either exact, range, or prefix matches on a set of packet fields. We describe a family of efficient algorithms for finding the best matching filter for a given packet, which then determines the packet's route, resource allocation and access rights. We are especially concerned with finding algorithms that are efJicient (i.e., implementable at Gigabit speeds), but are also scalable to large numbers of filters (say, lOOK filters) with reasonable memory costs. Firewalls today contribute only a few (lo-100 typically) filters.
However, if we consider that backbone routers [20] have 40,000 prefixes, and if we qualify each destination prefix with even a few port numbers (e.g., for QoS routing) or source prefixes (e.g., for resource reservation between sites in a Virtual Private Network), it is not hard to imagine the need for several hundred thousand filters. Today, even firewall processing with lo-100 filters is generally slow because of linear search through the filter set, but is considered an acceptable price to pay for "security". Thus the problem of finding the best matching filter for up to 1OOK filters at Gigabit speeds is an important challenge. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We formulate the best matching filter problem precisely in Section 2. In Section 3, we briefly discuss related work. In Section 4, we show how to replace range matches by prefix matches. In Section 5, we describe our first new scheme, the gridof-tries.
Our second scheme, cross-producting, is described in Section 6. We discuss lower bounds that show the difficulty of the general filter problem in Section 7. We present a scheme that combines the best features of grid-of-tries and cross-producting in Section 8. Finally, we discuss implementation results in Section 9, and conclude in Section 10. Since a packet may match multiple filters in the database, we associate a cost for each filter to determine an unambiguous match.
So each filter F in the database is associated with a non-negative number, cost(F), and our goal is to find the filter with the least cost matching a packet's header. Our cost function generalizes the implicit precedence rules that are often used in practice to choose between multiple matching filters. In firewall applications, for instance, rules or filters are placed in the database in a specific linear order, where each filter takes precedence over a subsequent filter. Thus, the goal there is to find the first matching filter. Of course, we can get the same effect in our scheme, by making cost(F) equal the position number of F in the database. As an example of a filter database, consider the firewall database [6] shown in Figure 2 , where a screened subnet configuration is assumed. There is a so-called bastion host M within the company that mediates all access to and from the external world. A4 serves as the mail gateway and also provides external name server access. TI, TO are Network Time Protocol (NTP) sources, where TI is internal to the company and TO is external. S is the address of the secondary name server which is external to the company. All addresses of machines within the company's network start, with t,he CIDR prefix Net. Thus M and TZ both match the prefix Net.
As an example, consider a packet sent, to M from S with UDP destination port equal to 53. This packet matches Filters 2, 3, and 8, but must be allowed through because the first matching filter is Filter 2.
31t is possible to extend the type of matches for greater flexibility; we illustrate our examples using these three most common types. [7] . Unfortunately, the scheme suffers from a memory explosion, which makes it impractical when the filter database size becomes large. Figure 5 shows an example for which Tsuchiya's scheme, as well as many other simple methods, have exponential memory blowup. In Section 5.1 we describe the basic idea behind set pruning trees. Several existing firewall implementations do a linear search of the database, and keep track of the best matching filter. Some implementations use caching to improve performancethey cache full packet headers to speed up the processing of future lookups. Now the cache hit rate of caching full IP addresses in routers is at most 80--90X [23, 211; cache hit rates are likely to be much worse for caching full headers. Incurring a linear search cost to search through 100,000 filters is a bottleneck even if it occurs on only 10 to 20% of the packets.
The least cost matching filter can be thought of as a special case of a very general multidimensional searching problem.
Several general solutions exist for the problem. 111 particular, each I(-field filter can be thought of as a I<-dimensional rectangular box, and each packet header can be thought of as a point in the I<-dimensional space. The least cost falter matching problem is to find the least cost box containing the header point. A general result in Computational Geometry offers a data structure requiring O(N(log N)"-') space, and search time O((log N)"-'), where the logarithms are to the base 2 (for instance, see Section 2.3 in [24] ). Unfortunately, the worst-case search and memory costs of this data structure are infeasible, even for modest values of N and I<. For instance, when N = 10,000 and IC = 4, the worst-case search cost is at least 133 = 2197 and the memory cost is 2197N.
A recent approach to Layer 4 switching is described in [15] . We have been unable to determine the details of this scheme.
It appears to implement multi-dimensional range matching in hardware. Another possible technique is to generalize binary search by using quad-tree like construction in higher dimensions. (See, for instance, [25] .) Consider, for instance, destinationsource filters, which correspond to a two-dimensional search. A Jilter F = (0, S) can be mapped to a quad-tree cell (i, j) if 1) is i bits long and S is j bits long. Now, we can try to do a binary search by first matching the packet with the filters in the qua&tree cell (w/2, W/2), where W is the maximum bit length of any destination or source prefix. The problem is that the probe outcome (fail or match) only eliminates on,: quadrant of the search space, and requires three recursive calls (not, one, as in 1 dimension) to finish the search, which leads to a large search time.
One possible way to avoid making three recursive calls is to precompute future matches using markers, but, that leads to an infeasible memory explosion of 2 w'2 . We have also shown a lower bound on hashing schemes like [31] to show that they generalize poorly to multiple dimensions. In summary, we believe that all existing methods lead to eit,her a large blowup in memory or lookup time for the least cost filter problem.
Converting address ranges to prefixes
A filter field is sometimes specified as a range. A common example is a range of port numbers; for instance, a firewall filter may require that the source port be greater than 1023. An arbitrary range can be converted into a union of prefix ranges, where a prefix range is one that can be expressed by a prefix.
For instance, in a 4-bit field, the prefix 10* expresses the range [1000, loll] = [S, 111. Suppose we want to convert an arbitrary range X that lies within an enclosing binary range [0, 2k]. Define an anchored range as one that has at least one endpoint at the end of the enclosing range. Then, the arbitrary range X can be split into at most two anchored ranges that lie within [0, 2k-' -I] and [2k-1, a"]. Each anchored range can be split into a logarithmic number of prefix ranges by constantly halving the range-at each stage, the halving contributes at most one prefix range. The net result is that we can represent an arbitrary subrange of [0,2"] with at most 2k prefix ranges. As an example, with 1Bbit port numbers the range 5 1023 can be expressed using the prefix range OOOOOO*. On the other hand, the range > 1023 can be expressed with 6 prefix ranges OOOOOl*, OOOOl* OOOl*, OOl*, Ol*, and l*.
Thus, for the rest of the paper, we assume that each filter field is a prefix.
Grid-of-tries
Our first scheme is based on tries. In its simplest form, a trie is a binary branching tree, with each branch labeled 0 or 1. The prefix associated with a node u is the concatenation of all the bits from the root to the node u. In Figure 4 , for instance, the leftmost node in the Dest-Trie has prefix value 00; the node on the right has value 10. Our basic data structure, called a grid-of-tries, is designed to handle two-dimensional filters, such as destination-source pairs. We believe this is a significant algorithm in its own right because large backbone routers may have a large number of destination-source filters to handle virtual private networks and multicast, forwarding.
The grid-of-tries can be extended, albeit with some loss of efficiency, to handle filters on other fields such as port numbers. This is described in Section 5.5. We start by explaining the basic two dimensional data structure using an example database of 7 destination-source filters, shown in Figure 3 . Though our examples use destination-source tries, we note that the idea can be abstracted to handle filters with any two prefix fields (and the remaining fields completely wildcarded). 
Set Pruning Trees
To motivate our grid-of-tries scheme, we begin by describing two dimensional set pruning trees. We build a trie on the destination prefixes in the database. Figure 4 illustrates the construction for the example database in Figure 3 . Each valid prefix in the Destination Trie (Dest-Trie) points to a trie containing some source prefixes. The question is: which source prefixes should we store?
For instance, consider D = 00. Both filters F+ and Fs have this destination prefix, and so we need to store the corresponding source prefixes 1* and II* at D. But storing only these filters is not sufficient, since filters Fl, Fz, F3 also match whatever destination D matches. In fact, the wildcard destination prefix * of F7 also matches whatever D matches. Suppose we get a packet whose destination header starts with 00 and whose source address starts with 101. Then, the least cost filter matching this header is the lowest cost filter among {FL, F3, Fa}.
This suggests we need to store at D = 00 a source trie containing the source prefixes for { Fl , Fz, F3, F4, Fs, F,}, because these are the filters whose destination is a prefix of D. Figure 4 shows the complete data structure for the database in Figure 3 . In this trie of tries, we first match the destination of the header in Dest-Trie.
This yields the longest match on the destination Drefix.
We then traverse the associated source 1 trie to find the longest source source trie, we keep track of the match.
As we search the lowest cost matching filter. Since all filters that have a matching destination prefix are stored in the source trie being searched, we find the correct least cost filter. This is the basic idea behind set pruning trees [29, 71. Unfortunatelv. this simDle extension of tries from one to two dimensions Kas a meiory blowup problem. The problem arises because a source prefix can occur in multiple tries. In Figure 4 , for instance, the source prefixes S1, Sz, SB appear in trie associated with D = OO* as well as D = O+. A worst-case example forcing O(N') memory is created using the set of filters shown in Figure 5 . The problem is that since destination prefix * matches any destination header, each of the N/2 source prefixes are copied N/2 times, one for each destination prefix. 
Avoiding the Memory Blowup
In order to avoid the memory blowup of the simple trie scheme, we observe that filters associated with a destination prefix D are copied into the source trie of D' whenever D is a prefix of D'. For instance, in Figure 4 , the prefix D = 00 has two filters associated with it: F4 and F5. The others Fl, Fz, F3 are copied because their destination field 0 is a prefix of D; similarly, F7 is copied because its destination field * is also a prefix of 00.
We can avoid the copying by having each destination prefix D point to a source trie that stores the filters whose destination field is exactly D. This requires us to also modify the search strategy as follows: instead of just searching the source trie for the best matching destination prefix D, we must now search the source tries associated with all the ancestors of D.
In order to search for the least cost filter, we first traverse the Dest-Trie, and find the longest destination prefix D' matching the header. We search the source trie of D', and update the least cost matching filter. We then work our way back up the Dest-Trie, and search the source trie associated with every prefix of D' that points to a nonempty source trie.4
Since each filter now is stored exactly once, the men- ory requirement for the new structure is O(NW), which is a significantly improvement over the the previous scheme. Unfortunately, the lookup cost in the new scheme is worse than the first scheme: in the worst-case, the lookup costs @(IV'), where W is the maximum number of bits specified in the destination or source fields. The @(IV') bound on the search cost follows from the observation that, in the worstcase, we may end up searching W source tries, each at the cost of O(W), for a total of O(W').
5.3
Improving Search Time: Basic Grid-of-Tries
We now describe our key ideas for improving the search cost in two-dimensional tries from O(W*) to O(W), while keeping the memory requirement linear. The key idea is to use precomputation and switch pointers to speed up search in a later source trie based on the search in an earlier source trie. Figure 7 shows the construction with switch pointers. The switch pointers are shown using dashed lines between source tries. This is to distinguish the switch pointers from the dotted lines that connect the Dest-Trie nodes to the corresponding source tries. In order to understand the role of switch pointers, consider matching a packet with destination address 001 and source address 001. The search in the Dest-Trie gives D = 00 as the best match. So we start our search for the matching source prefix in the associated source trie, which contains filters FL4 and Ps. However, the search immediately fails, since the first bit of the source is 0. In the previous scheme, we would back up along the Dest-Trie and restart the search in the source trie of D = O*, the parent of OO*.
In the new scheme, however, we use the switch pointer to directly jump to the node 5 in source trie containing {F has no string starting with SO. Let D" he the lowest ancestor of D whose source trie contains a source string starting with prefix SO, say, at node V. Then, we place a switch pointer at node u pointing to node o. If no such node v exists, the switch pointer is nil. The switch pointer for failure on bit 1 is defined similarly.
For instance, in Figure 7 , the node labeled L fails on bit 0, and it has a switch pointer to the node labeled y.
'I'he switch pointers allow us to increase the length of the matching source prefix, without having to restart at the root of the next, ancestor source trie. In particular, they allow us t,o skip over all filters in the next source trie whose source fields are shorter than the current source match.
I"OOT instance, consider the packet header (OOt, lot). We start, with the first source trie, pointed to by the destination t.rie node OOt. WC match the first source bit 1, which gives us filter r;h. But then we fail on the second bit, and therefore follow the switch pointer, which leads to the node in t,he second trie labeled with the filter Fr The switch pointers at the node containing Fr are both nil, and the search terminates.
Not,e, however, that we have missed the filter Fs := (Or, L*), which also matches the packet. While in this case FJ has lrigher cost than Fr , in general the overlooked filter could have lower cost.
We solve this problem by having each node in a source t,rir maint,ain a variable storedFilter. Specifically, a node v with destination prefix D ad source prefix S stores in slo~edpilter(v) the least cost filter whose destination field is a prefix of III and whose source field is a prefix of S. With bhis precomputat~ion, the node labeled with Fr in Figure 7 would store information about Fs if F3 had lower cost than r;;.
Finally, we argrrc that, the search cost in the final scheme is at. most, 2W. The time to find the best destination prefix is al most I/V. After that all the time is spent, traversing the somce tries. However, in each step, the length of the match on the source field increases by one-either by traversing further down in the same t,rie, or following a switch pointer to an ancestral trie. Since the maximum length of t,he source prefixes is W, the total time spent in searching the source tries is also W. The memory requirement is O(NW), since eaclr of N filters is stored only once, and each filter requires O(W) space.
5.4
Further Improvements Several improvements to the previous scheme are possible. First notice that the only role played by the Dest-Trie is in determining the longest matching destination prefix. The longest matching destination prefix tells us in which source trie to start searching.
From that point on, the Dest-Trie plays no role, and we move among source tries using switch pointers.
Thus, the first improvement is to replace the DestTrie with a fast scheme for determining the best matching prefix [9, suppose we use k = 2. Then, in the example of Figure 7 , the destination prefix O* of filters Fl , Fz, F3 is expanded to 00 and 01. The source prefixes of F3, F4, FE are expanded to 10 and 11. If we use k-bit expansion, a single prefix might expand to Zk-r prefixes.
The total memory requirement grows from 2NW to NW2k/k, and so the memory blows up by the factor 2'"-l/k.
On the other hand, the depth of the trie reduces to W/k, and so the total lookup time becomes O(log W + W/k).
Depending on the memory available, one can optimize the time-space tradeoff as in [27].
Extending Grid-of-tries to Handle Protocol and Ports
We now describe how to handle more general filters (with the protocol type and port number fields specified) using the grid-of-tries.
We will assume that the port number field in each filter is either a single port number or a wild card. 5 We partition the filters into a small number of classes, each of which only requires a lookup using the destinationsource combination.
First, we eliminate the Protocol field at the cost of increasing the memory by a factor of 3, as follows.
There are two main protocols, TCP and UDP; all other protocols are grouped under the class "Other" for the purpose of packet forwarding.
Note that port numbers are only defined for TCP and UDP, and not for the other protocols.
Thus, we replicate three times any filter with a * in the protocol field, using 3 values of the protocol, TCP, UDP, and Other. So we now have only two remaining port fields.
We build 4 hash tables, one for each possible combination of port fields (both unspecified, destination only, source only, and both specified).
The hash tables are indexed by the combination of port fields and the protocol field (TCP, UDP, or Other).
See Figure 8 . Given a filter of the form (D,S, TCP,Pl, *), we first place an entry, if it does not already exist, in the (DstPort, *) hash table with a key of (TCP, Pl). This points to a grid-oftries structure representing the destination and source prefixes of all the filters that have Prot = TCP, DstPort = Pl and SrcPort = *. This is shown in Figure 8 . Each filter is placed in exactly one grid-of-tries structure, which keeps the memory linear in the number of filters.
Finally, to search for a header, we search each of the four hash tables in turn. When searching a hash table, we use the actual port numbers and the protocol field to follow a pointer to a grid-of-tries, where we perform the search we described. For each of the four grid-of-tries we search, we keep track of the lowest matching filter. A simple optimization is to combine the hash of the port number fields with the lookup 'While grid-of-t,ries can be extended to handle port number ranges by creating further two dimensional "planes", this causes further loss of efficiency.
A better scheme for firewall filters that use port number ranges is cross-producting, described later.
in the first trie node of the grid-of-tries (see Figure 8 ). This saves 4 hashes.
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The grid-of-tries scheme has excellent performance for two dimensional prefixes matches such as Destination-Source filters. It requires only linear memory and takes time equivalent to doing IP lookups on both the source and destination address. While this is extremely useful in many important cases such as Virtual Private Networks, we need to consider more general filters for applications like firewalls. The gridof-tries can be extended to handle other fields by replicating the grid-of-tries structure.
In the last section, we showed that if the port number fields were either wildcarded or fully specified (no ranges), then we could do so using four grid-oftrie structures.
While this is itself expensive, it gets worse if we have to handle filters with port number ranges.
We now describe our second algorithm, cross-producting, for the filter matching problem. Unlike the grid-of-tries, cross-producting can easily handle arbitrary filters (including filters with range specifications) at high speeds. However, either its memory needs or search times are less predictable than grid-of-tries. Thus our final scheme will combine the best features of grid-of-tries and cross-producting. We proceed to describe cross-producting.
The main idea behind cross-producting is the following: we start by slicing the filter database into columns, with the ith column storing all distinct prefixes in field i. Then, given a packet P, we determine the best matching prefix for each of its fields separately, and combine the results of the best matching prefix lookups on individual fields. The main problem, of course, lies in finding an efficient method for combining the lookup of individual fields into a single compound lookup. To this end, we start by slicing the database of Figure 2 into individual prefix fields. In the sliced columns, from now on we will refer to the wildcard character r by the string default. Recall that the mail gateway M and internal NTP agent TI are full IP addresses that lie within the prefix range of Net. The sliced database is shown in Figure !3 .
At the top of each column, we have indicated the number of elements in the column.
Consider a &tuple, formed by taking one value from each column.
We call this a crossproduct.
Altogether, we have 4 * 4 * 5 * 2 * 3 = 480 possible cross-products.
Some sample cross-products are shown in Figure 10 . If we consider the destination field to be most significant and the flags field to be least significant, and if we pretend that values increase down a column, we can order the cross-products from the smallest to the largest, as in any number system. Our key insight is as follows: given a packet P, if we do a best matching prefix operation for each field Figure 10: A sample of the cross-products obtained by cross-producting the-individual prefix tables of Figure 9 corresponding sliced prefix database, and concatenate the results to form a cross-product C, then the least cost filter matching P is the same as the least cost filter matching C. This can be formalized by t,he following simple theorem: Theorem 6.1 For any packet P and its associated CTOSSproduct C = M, . MI<, the best matching jilter of C is l/x best matching filter of P Proof: Suppose not. Silice each field in C is a prefix of the corresponding field in P, every filter that matches C also matches P. Thus the only case in which P has a different, matching filter is if there is some filter F'that matches P but not C. This implies that there is some field i such that fli] is a prefix of P[i] but, not, of Mt. But since M, is a prefix of P[i], this can only happen if F[i] is longer than M,. But that contradicts our assumption that M, was the longest matching prefix in column i.
Thus, the basic cross-producting algorithm is to build a table of all possible cross-products and precompule the least cost filter matching each cross-product. This is shown in Figure 10 . Then, given a packet header, we can determine the least cost matching filt,er for the packet with I( best matching prefix operations plus a single hash In hardware, each of the li prefix lookups can be done in parallel.
As an example, consider matching a packet with header (111, S, UDP, 53,57) in the database of Figure 2 . The crossproduct obtained by performing best matching prefixes on individual fields is (M, S, UDP, 53, default). One can easily check that the precomputed filter for this cross-product is Filter 2-although 1:ilters 3 and 8 also match the crossproduct, Filter 2 has the least cost. This simple cross-producting algorithm sufleers from a memory explosion problem: in the worst case, the crossproduct table can have N" entries where N is the number of filters and I< is the number of fields. Thus, even for moderate values, say, N = 100 and K = 5, the table size can reach lo", which is prohibitively large. In the following, we describe a simple optimization t,hat can reduce the memory rtrquirement considerably.
On Demand Cross-Producting
The major idea to reduce memory is to build the crossproducts on demand: instead of building the complete crossproduct table at the start, we incrementally add entries to tile table. 'l%e prefix tables for each field are built as before. When a packet P arrives, we perform best matching prefixes on the individual fields t,o compute a cross-product term C. If' the cross-product table has an entry for C, then of course the associated filter is returned.
However, if there is no entry for C in the cross-product table, we find the best matching filter for C (possibly using a linear search of tile database), and insert that, entry into the cross-product table. Of course, any subsequent packets with cross-product C will yield fast lookups.
Figure t 1 shows pseudo-code for build and search for on-demand cross-productiug. On-drmand cross-producting can greatly improve both the building time of the data structure as well its storage cost. In fact, we can treat the cross-product, table as a cache and remove all cross-products that have not been recently used. Wc have discovered a number of optimizations to allow incremental computation of the cross-product database when filters are added, but we defer these results to another paper.
We said earlier that caching was not every effective, so why should caching based on cross-producting be more effcctivc?
Consider the database of Figure 2 , and imagine a series of web accesses from an internal site to the external network.
Suppose the external destinations accessed are U1, , Uhf. All these addresses correspond to tz~uo crossproduct t,erms (*, Net, *, *, TCP-ACK) and (*, Net, t, *, *). While full-header caching will result in 2M distinct entries in the cache, cross-producting cache will need only two entries.
Examples like these lead us to believe that the hit rates for the cross-product cache should be much better than s(,andard header caches. Clearly the benefits of on-demand cross-producting need to be validated wit,h actual packet traces. We plan to do so in future work.
Lower Bounds
We have seen that the grid-of-tries scheme works well for two-dimensional prefix matches (such as destination-source pairs), but? it requires multiple planes (grid-of-tries) to solve the problem for general filters. On the other hand, pure cross-producting is very fast but can require a prohibitive amount of memory.
On-demand cross-producting appears t,o offer a good caching solution but does not guarantee worst case performance.
Set pruning trees are also very fast but require a prohibitive amount of memory in the general case. These observations raise a natural question: are there schemes that can handle hundreds of thousands of arbitrary filters with bounded memory and fast worst-case search times?
It. seems unlikely that a fast and scalable scheme exists for completely arbitrary multi-dimensional filters.
It is known that general multidimensional range searching over N ranges in d dimensions requires U((log N)"-') worst-case time if the memory is limited to about linear size [4, 51. Notice that this lower bound allows the two dimensional case to be as fast as O(log N). Once again, the two dimensional case seems to be special, and allows a fast and scalable solution.
The lower bounds of [4, 51 hold in an arithmetic model of computation, and do not apply to schemes based on hashing and tries. The repeated hashing scheme of [31], for instance, offers an O(log IV) solution for the one-dimensional prefix matching problem, where W is the maximum prefix length. Thus it seems plausible to look for general solutions based on the techniques of [31]. We did pursue such an approach based on repeated hashing for generalized filter matching. We defer the detailed description of those results to another paper [26] , but summarize our main results in the following paragraph.
First, we were able to devise a hashing scheme that takes 2W -1 hashes in the worst-case for the two-dimensional prefix matching problem (e.g., source-destination prefixes). We called this scheme rectangle search. More importantly, we were able to show a matching lower bound of 2W -1 hashes. The lower bound was then extended to show that for any dimension k > 1, schemes based on the techniques in [31] would require W"-'
hashes. This fits in nicely with the lower bound for multidimensional range matching. The bottom line is that the one and two dimensional cases appear to bc special, and extensions to higher dimensions appear to be slow.
Our lower bound does not apply to schemes based on tries, and thus to grid-of-tries.
However, it seems plausible that schemes based on tries can be emulated by schemes based on hashing.
Suppose the trie scheme is at a node N (that was reached using some string P from the root of trie search) and follows a pointer at location I. A hash based scheme can determine the same pointer by looking up a hash table indexed by the complete path PI. While this is only a very rough plausibility argument and applies only to certain types of trie search schemes, it does make us suspect that it is infeasible to find a more efficient generalization of gridof-tries to higher dimensions. Do these theoretical arguments imply that Layer 4 switching cannot be implemented in real routers at high speeds without requiring infeasible amounts of memory? We do not think so. This is because we believe that in practice filter databases will only have a small number of completely general filters (e.g., firewall filters); the vast majority of the filters will be restricted to destination prefixes, destinationsource prefixes, and filters with all 5 fields completely spec-ified.
If this assumption is true, we can leverage off the assumed distribution of filters to construct an efficient combined scheme that we describe next.
A Combined Scheme
We envisage filter databases of the future to consist of a large number (say 8010 of pure destination prefix filters (standard IP forwarding), a fairly large number (say 201i) of fully specified filters (destination, source and both port fields fully specified for say bandwidth reservations), a fairly large number (say 2010 of destination-source prefix filters (e.g., for multicast forwarding and virtual private networks), and a smaller number (say 110 of completely arbitrary filters with port ranges (e.g., for firewalls).
Thus rather than have a flat worst case figure for all types of filters, it makes sense to have a scheme that can optimize the important special cases (e.g., pure destination prefix filters).
We have seen in the previous sections that the grid-of-tries works optimally for destination and destination-source prefix filters. On the other hand, on-demand cross-producting can handle arbitrary filters but with less predictable speed (because of possible cache misses). Thus it makes sense to combine the two schemes.
The simplest combination is to divide the filters into two sets. The first set of filters with pure destination and destination-source prefixes is handled by a single grid-oftries.
The second set containing the remaining filters is handled by cross-producting.
This simple scheme has two disadvantages.
First, the common case of destination only and destination-source prefixes requires a cross-producting search on the remaining filters to ensure that there is no lower cost filter in the second set. Second, cross-producting search requires a destination and source prefix lookup which is also done in the grid-of-tries search; this is wasteful. lnstead, our combined scheme will attempt to terminate the grid-of tries search in the common casts; it will also avoid redundant destination and source lookups if we have to fall back on cross-producting.
A key idea required for early termination is the concept of filter overlap.
We say that two filters F and F' overlap if there is some packet header that matches both F and F'.
Suppose, during our search, we find a filter F that matches packet P. If we can ensure that no other filter in the database overlaps with F, then we can terminate the search and output F as the least cost filter. Our search will match against progressively more complex filters. lnitially, we will try to see if the packet matches a destinationonly filter (D, *, *, *, *), which does not overlap any other filter.
Failing this, we will look for a destination-source filter (D, S, *, *, *). If that also fails, we will do a cross-product search, but will only need to do the best matching prefix on the remaining Ii' -2 fields. We need to modify slightly both the grid-of-tries as well as the cross-producting algorithm for our combined scheme. We divide the set of filters into two sets. We allocate filters that have (*, *) in the port fields to the first set, which we call the port-free filter set Go. All other filters are allocated to what we call the port-full filter set G1. For the combined scheme, we need to project port-full filters into Go That is, for each port-full filter F E G1, we create a projection filter F' obtained by wild-carding the port entries of F. In order to distinguish the original portfree filters from the projected filters, we add a bit port to each filter, which is set to 0 for the port-free filters, and to 1 for the projection of port-full filters.
The reason for adding the projections of port-full filters is that now filters in the enhanced group Go contain all destination and source prefixes in the database.
This allows cross-producting to avoid a redundant computation of destination and source prefix matches.
We now build a single grid-of-tries structure for this enhanced group Go. For each port-free filter F E Go (that is, post = 0), we associate an additional bit, called the overlap bit, which is set if F overlaps with some other filter in the filter database; otherwise the bit is false. For each port-free filter F, we compute F' = storedFilter( where F' is the least cost port-free filter whose destination and source fields are prefixes of the corresponding fields of F. Given a packet P, we start with the grid-of-tries search. As usual, we begin by finding the best matching prefix Dbmp for the destination firld P [l] . If the source trie associated with Dbmp has a filter F = (Dbmpr *, *, *, *), with port(F) = 0 and overlap(F) = 0, then we output F as the least cost filter for P and stop.
Otherwise The combination scheme described so far would allocate such filters to the port-full set, and thus would require a cross-producting search for such filters.
This can greatly increase the number of possible cross-products and so reduce the effectiveness of the cross-product cache. If we assume that the destination and source fields of such filters are not prefixes, and the port numbers have no wild cards or ranges, a simple trick is to place such filters in a third set that can be handled by a singlc hash on all four fields. We can do this search before we fall back on the cross-producting search. If we get a match, we can terminate. This is because with every match in t,his fully specified set we can precompute the associated best, matching filter.
The net, result is that the combined scheme will process packets that map to destination filters that have no overlap with other filters in time equal to one II' lookup (3-4 memory accesses using multibit tries [27, 9] ), process packets that map to destinat,ion-source filt,ers (that have no further overlap) in time equal lo two II' lookups using the grid-of-tries (6-8 memory accesses), process packet,s that map to fully specified filters in one more hash (a total of 7-9 memory accesses), and finish all other filters using Iwo more port uumher field lookups followed by a hash into the cross-product table (a total of lo-12 memory accesses) if the cross-product, is c,ached. Since the cross-product table only corresponds to filters that are not either in the port-full or fully specified sets (corresponding to what we hope is a small number of fircwall filters), this should allow good caching performance for these remaining filters. We not,e that that several other combination schemes are possible. For instance, a hardware scheme might implement each of the four planes of the extended grid-of-trie search in parallel.
Since the extended grid-of-tries does not handle port number ranges, filters with port number ranges could be handled by (say) a small additional content addressable memory (CAM).
Implementation and Measurements
For our implementation platform, we chose a 300 Mhz Pentium II (system cost under 5000 dollars) running Windows NT that had a 512 KBytes L2 cache and a cache line size of 32 bytes. We believe the results would be similar if run on other comparable platforms such as the Alpha. We use a tool called Vtune [13] that gives us access to dynamic instruction counts, cache performance, and clock cycles for short program segments. We did evaluations for the gridof-tries scheme as well as for cross-producting.
We did not finish an implementation of the combined scheme; thus we can only provide estimates of the performance of the combined scheme.
9.1
Grid-of-Tries Implementation Measurements
First, we report on the worst case time for a simple gridof-tries implementation that can process destination-source filters. Our implementation used multibit tries [27] sampling 8 bits at, a t)irne for the Destination trie; each of the source tries started with a 12 bit t,rie node, followed by 5 bit, trie nodes. This yields a worst case of 9 memory accesses (we could easily have done the source tries 8 bits at a time to yield a worst case of 8 memory accesses but, that increases storage.)
Destination-Source
Filters: Using VTune on the 300 Mhz Pentium II, we measured the worst case path as taking 870 nsec using a memory access time of 60 nsec and a clock tick interval of 3.333 nsec. The numbers for a single IP lookup reported in, for example, [9] are around 400 nsec, and so this roughly corresponds to two IP lookups. For destination-source filters this appears to be optimal as it is hard to find the lowest cost matching filter any faster than doing an individual best matching prefix on both source and dest,ination addresses. The memory required for 20,000 filters was around 2 Mbytes and the time taken to const,ruc1 tho entire data st,ruclurc was 8 seconds.
General Filters:
We built a 4 plane grid-of-tries that, can handle more general filters (Section 5.5) wit,h fully specified port numbers.
Since there are no layer 4 databases available, we started with a publically available database of pure destination prefixes (D, *, * , *, *) entries, and added further entries which specialize some of these entries. For our experiment, we took the publicly available MaeEast database [20] (around 40000 prefixes).
We randomly chose 5000 destination prefixes to create further filters.
For each (D, *, *, *, *) prefix chosen, several filters were added which were of the form (D, *, TCP, Pl, *), (D, S, *, *, *), (D, S, TCP, PI, *) and (D, S, TCP, Pl P2). The source prefixes were chosen randomly from the set of 40000 prefixes. From each destination prefix in MaeEast, 20 filters were generated. The number of filters of each form was varied, but together 20 filters were generated for each chosen destination prefix. Port numbers were generated randomly. The following table was obtained using the following distribution of filters. For each of the 5000 pure destination prefix (D, *, *, *, *) filters that we specialized, we made up five (D, S, *, *, *) filters, four (D, S, TCP, Pl, *) filters, five (D, S, TCP, Pl P2) filters, and five (D, *, TCP, Pl, *) filters.
Together with the original destination prefix, the total adds up to twenty filters. The worst case time for the 4 plane grid-of-tries search was measured using VTune to be 0.9 usec per plane, or a total of 3.6 usec. The number per plane (0.9) is slightly more than the measured number for a single grid-of-tries search because of the need for the additional hash of the port number fields (see Section 5.5).
9.2
Cross-producting Implementation Measurements
Since we expect cross-producting to be used with small filter databases (with arbitrary port number ranges), we used a firewall database to test cross-producting. The firewall filters we used are generated based on a 20 filter database in [6] , which is described as a sample firewall database for a university.
To create larger databases, we added similar filters to the base 20 filter database, while maintaining the ratio of the number of distinct longest matching prefixes in a field with the total number of prefixes in the field.
Note that the longest matching prefix in the source and destination fields can be found by any technique. We used a multibit trie [27] approach. The port lookups are implemented as full arrays. Note that only the final cross-product table is in main memory; the structures for the individual fields for such a small database can be in the L2 cache. The final cross-product table can be implemented either as an array or as a hash table. We used simple cross-producting for small filter sets; in that case the final table can be implemented as an array which can be looked up by an index that is the concatenation of indexes returned by the individual column lookups.
For databases with more than 50 filters, ondemand cross-producting is essential. For on-demand crossproducting to reduce memory, the final cross-product table must be a hash table. Since we used a hash function that gave almost no collisions and we expect the on-demand cache hit rate to be high, the "worst case" figure shown when using hashing and on-demand assumes no hash collisions and a cache hit in the cross-product table. For many firewall databases, the destination and source addresses are often full addresses instead of prefixes.
In this case the destination and source column lookups would take a single hash each (instead of several memory accesses needed to do a longest matching prefix). Assuming a 10 clock cycle hash function, filter resolution in this special case (no prefixes)
can be done in a worst case of 200 nsec which is twice as fast as the general case (400-500 nsec) 10 Conclusions
We have described two algorithms for packet filtering at Gigabit speeds. The grid-of-t,ries solution provides a scalable (linear storage) and fast, (worst, case time equal to two IP lookups, 870 nsec on a Pentium II) for destination-source filters. Such filters can be used to iml)lement Virtual Private networks and multicast forwarding efficiently.
The grid-oftries solution can be extended to handle more general filters but at a high Lookup cost (3.6 psec for filters without even allowing port number ranges). On the other hand, the crossproducting solution provides fast, lookup times (around 500 nscc) for small (up to 1000 filters) but has less predictable lookup times because of the need for caching cross-products to make the storage needs manageable.
We then described a simple combined scheme that uses grid-of-t)ries to handle all dest,inat.iorl-source and pure destination or source filters.
We anticipate that this will handle a large maj0rit.y of the filt,ers, and that packets matching such filters will terminate after a grid-of-tries search. Packets whose best matching filter is a pure de&nation prefix filter can be further optimized to terminate after a search in the destination trie (one IP address lookup). Fully specified filters, used for say II' telephony, can be handled with a single extra hash on all five fields.
Finally, the remaining filters (e.g., firewall filters) can be handled by on-demand crossproducting.
Information from the initial grid-of-tries search can IX used to prevent the cross-producting step from recomputing longest matching prefixes for the destination and source addresses.
Based on the mrasurement,s for the individual components on the Pentium 11, we eslimate 450 nsec lookup times for packets that map to pure destination prefixes, 900 nsec for packets that map to destinat,ion-source filt,rrs, 1000 nsec for packets that map on to fully specified filters, and 1500 nscc (assuming a hit in the cross-product cache) for packets that map on to more general filters.
Hardware engines can do better because of increased opportunities for parallelism and pipelining, Given that the average packet size is around 2000 bits [a], a worst case lookup time of 1500 nsec allows 0.75 million packets per second, which allows a Layer 4 router to keep up with a Gigabit link.
As best matching prefix is a special case of lowest cost matching filler, it is not surprising that filter search schemes are generalizations of prefix search schemes. Thus, the gridof-tries and set. pruning trees [29, 7] generalize trie schemes for prefix matching [9, 27, 221 . Multidimensional range matching schemes [15] generalize prefix matching schemes based on range matching [16] . Because of issues like BGP implementation instabilities [14] (which can add destination prefixes in the order of milliseconds), and RSVP [32] reservations (which can add other filters in the order of seconds), it is important to have faster filter insertion algorithms. Despite the work t,hat remains to be done, we believe that Layer 4 Switching is feasible for high performance routers. We do not know whether routers of the future will forward based on Layer 4 headers or based only on fields in the routing header.
In either case, we believe that applications like QoS Routing, Firewalls, Virtual Private Networks, and Large Scale Multicast will require a more flexible form of forwarding based on multiple fields, whether they be in the routing header or elsewhere. We believe the techniques in this paper indicate that such forwarding flexibility can go together with high performance.
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